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Overview of 5G technology

Is a new cellular network communication standard based in a OFDM (orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing) and MIMO (multiple input multiple output).

Taken from: https://www.5gamericas.org/samsung-
shares-massive-mimo-roadmap-in-new-whitepaper/

Taken from: https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Multi-
carriers-of-OFDM-signal-20_fig2_321278034



Context of 5G health problem



Initial review findings

Widely divergent opinions in a quick search in IEEE and googleschoolar. 

First question that arises is how to know if a journal is trusted enough to be used as 
a reference?



Preliminary analysis

A unique doubtful source could be “filtered”

Overall doing this kind of filtering was 
assessed difficult.



Preliminary analysis

Is come as to be seen that two different positions are given of 5G health effects. 

A rather superficial study suggest that engineering papers placed 5G as safe, while 
medical papers called for further studies or inconclusive results. 



5G Favorable studies



5G Favorable studies



5G Favorable studies



Doubts for 5G in the literature



Doubts for 5G in the literature



World Health Organization take on 
5G

What are the potential health risks from 5G?

To date, and after much research performed, no adverse health effect has
been causally linked with exposure to wireless technologies. Health-related
conclusions are drawn from studies performed across the entire radio
spectrum but, so far, only a few studies have been carried out at the
frequencies to be used by 5G.



What can be concluded

Lack of consensus, not a specific opinion will be taken regarding this issue, however 
a possible explanation as to why the lack of consensus can be explained as:

• Two different fields are being confronted in a same subject, there is lack of a 
standardization of analysis, meaning that each fields has different standards for 
quantabilizing data.

• Terminology that might not be reciprocal or completely understood in each field, 
opening a field for controversy.

• Both positions argued incorrect data analysis and treatment without really deepening 
this question. A correct peer-reviewed analysis should interrogate further this alleged 
faults. 
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